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The research described briefly in this completion report has shown
that the effects of air movement and air compressibility in soil columns
are important. For soils underlain by a relatively impervious layer
or by a shallow water table it is found that methods based on Richards'
equation would overpredict infiltration rates by factors of two, three
or more. Even when air compressibility effects are insignificant as in
the case e.g. of an open semi-infinite column, air viscous effects are
important. In fact it is shown that the formula of Green and Ampt
underestimates the viscous resistance to flow behind the wetting
front from 20 to 70 percent depending on soil type.
The use of a theory that properly considers the movement of water and
air in the unsaturated zone has the advantage of accounting for observed
experimental results that cannot be modeled by the one-phase flow
theory. In addition the mathematical problem is actually simplified, not
complicated, by the more complete approach. The fact that the problem
of Green and Ampt could be solved simply in a few lines whereas it had
eluded solution since 1911 is conclusive evidence.
Comparison with experimental results show clearly that the approxi-
mations in the methods of solution yield highly accurate and practical
estimates of the infiltration quantities of interest.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
In this second phase of research on the "Systematic Treatment of the
Problem of Infiltration" the objectives were:
a) to convince soil scientists and hydrologists of the necessity
and interest of abandoning the traditional unsaturated approach,
b) to simplify the two-phase formulation, particularly the methods
of solution, to provide simple equations for everyday hydrologic practice,
c) to pursue the rigorous approach in order to explain all observed
phenomena occuring during the simultaneous flow of water and air under
natural boundary conditions or under specially imposed ones in the labora-
tory, and
d) to verify the theory by comparison with experimental data.
Significant progress was achieved regarding items b), c) and d).
To a large degree objectives b) and d) have been met. Objective c) can
of course never be met fully. Nevertheless the results are extremely
encouraging. Regarding item a) only time will tell. However much of this
report emphasizes that the two-phase approach simplifies the mathematical
problem rather than complicates it. Thus even if it were not necessary
(though evidence is clearly to the contrary) it would still be worthwhile
to adopt it because of its simplicity.
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF CONTRACT
It is not desirable to repeat in this completion report all the
results obtained over the past two years and the detailed procedures by
which they were obtained. These results and procedures can (or will)
be found in one dissertation [41], one thesis [18], one chapter in a
book [8], several published papers [25,27,30,35,38] and several submitted
papers [3,28,29,31,32,33]. Rather a brief review of the methods of
attack and a sample of results will be given.
As a sideline let us mention that the material task of preparing
this report was not made easier by the author's absence from Colorado
~
State University while on sabbatical leave at the Institut de Mecanique
de Grenoble, Universite Scientifique et ~dicale. On the other hand
these fresh contacts with a dynamic group of new colleagues (whose
names will naturally appear in the report) informally or within the
framework of a weekly seminar contributed much to the author's learning




When I first joined Chevron Oil Field Research Corporation (then
California Research Corporation) as a Research Engineer in 1962, follow-
ing a 27 month military service in the French army, some of which in
Algeria, I could remember vaguely from my student past as a Groundwater
Fluid Mechanist [19] the existence of a relation grandly called law and
attributed to a compatriot named Darcy. That law had the form (more
or less):
+v ; K grad ~ = -KV~ (1)
where K was a coefficient and ~ a potential. I could also remember
that by dimensional analysis it had been shown that K was related to






where k had the dimension of an area and g is the acceleration of
gravity. All efforts to relate k to some characteristic length (e.g.
grain diameter, pore diameter) having failed, K appeared to the
theoretician as a miserable coefficient to be determined experimentally.
To quickly forget its lowly origin it seemed best to eliminate it by
defining a new potential ~* = -K~ , whose only, but noble, claim to the
name potential is mathematical, being a solution of Laplace's equation.
What a jolt it was when first confronted with the problem of
simultaneous flow of water and oil, to discover the elaborate form of
Darcy's law for two immiscible fluids (say water and air):
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where v is the water velocity (in the Darcy sense, that is a volu-w
metric flux vector per unit bulk area), k is the intrinsic permeability
(dimension of an area), 11
w Pw ' Pw ' 1.Ia ' Pa ' Pa are respectively
water or air viscosity, pressure and specific mass, and k and k
w a
are respectively the effective permeability to water and to air. Under-
standably if two fluids flow simultaneously then two velocities must
be defined. Again by velocity we mean the velocity in the Darcy sense.
In fact throughout this report we shall only talk about that velocity.
Thus no confusion is possible.
If the two phases are continuous then it is intuitively acceptable
that one could write for each phase a Darcy's law. Thus, after all,
Equations (3) and (4) are not very different from Equation (1) except
for two things: (1) instead of a vague potential as in Equation (1)
all the terms appearing in these equations have a precise physical
meaning (pressure, density, viscosity, etc.) and (2) there appear two
new quantities: the effective permeabilities.
2. Relative Permeabilites
Clearly if water alone flows in the porous medium and occupies the
entire pore space then the effective permeability to water equals k.
When the water content is so low that water no longer moves, then by
definition k = O. At intermediate water contents k will takew w
intermediate values between 0 and k. Since k
w
k at 8 == ¢
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as a function of the volumetric fraction of the void space occupied
by water, namely the saturation:
Sw
e= ¢ (6)




Of course one can express k rw as a
function of e just as well. One inconvenience in so doing arises
when one wishes to compare shapes of relative permeabilities for
different soils having therefore different porosities.
Figure I shows curves of relative permeabilities for a water-air
system. They were determined experimentally by Vauclin [1971] and
Gaudet [1972] using a method described by Smiles et al. [1971]. There
are several things worth noting on this Figure. Clearly the relative
permeabilities are not linear functions of water saturation (or water
content). Second, under natural conditions full water saturation, that
is S (or S for short) = 1 or e = ¢ , is never reached. In factw
it is difficult to achieve in the laboratory. We denote by residual
air saturation, S , or air content,ar
e
ar the maximum air saturation
or content, for which kra is still zero. For brevity we shall denote
by Sw or S the water saturation at residual air saturation.
By
definition





























Figure 1. Relative permeabilitics to water and air versus water
saturation. 1ne are the experimental points by
Gaudet [1972]. The continuous lines correspond to
data by Vauclin [1971].
Similarly the sign
is evaluated at S = S
over any quantity (0) means that the quantity
We shall refer to S as the "natural" saturation.
Third it is worth noting that k is essentially linear in therw
high range of water saturation. In the author's experience this seems
to be typical of all curves of relative permeability to the wetting
phase. On the other hand the curve k is sharply curved in the highra
range of air saturation (low range of water saturation since
by definition). Again this is typical.
S + S = 1w a
It is customary in the petroleum industry to define the mobility
(or relative mobility) of each phase as the ratio of effective (or
relative) permeability over the viscosity. In particular the total
relative mobility is defined as:
/\ = A + A =r rw ra








(the total viscosity) versus Sw
(8)
Indeed 1//\ is well named for it has the dimensions of viscosity.
r
It is important to note that the total viscosity has a maximum at a
saturation below the natural saturation and this is typical. It means
that to sustain a steady total flow rate of water and air at that
saturation in a column of soil would require a pressure drop 1.34 times
greater than if water alone was flowing. Is it legitimate then to as-
sume that the air viscous resistance to flow is negligible?
3. The Traditional Approach
When in 1966 I joined the water industry, my scant knowledge of
hydrology was an obscure recollection of a course taken ten years earlier.
Professor Holland (now with the California Water Quality Board) was then
0.00 I I I I :+:::: I I I , U I l













Figure 2. Curve of total viscosity versus water saturation
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teaching the course "Advanced Hydrology." As a student enrolled for
credit I dutifully carried the required or suggested reading. On the
subject of infiltration a recommended reading was Philip's 1957 paper,
"The theory of infiltration: 1. The infiltration equation and its
solution." After five years of experience in the oil industry [21,22,
23] it was quite another shock in return to go through this paper and
desperately look for the equations that would describe air movement.
Finally I had to accept the evidence: they were not there. A more
careful reading uncovered quickly the artifice which made it unnecessary
to consider these equations. However I was not convinced. In addition
the introduction of the artificial concept of the "diffusivity" seemed
to have hidden the physical problem behind a heavy mathematical smoke
screen, much in the same vein as the potential ~* mentioned earlier.
Reading the chapter on Infiltration in V.T. Chow's "Handbook of
Applied Hydrology" [16] convinced me further that research on infiltration
would be a worthy endeavor. The manner in which infiltration was
modeled in the early version of the Standford Watershed Model reinforced
this conviction.
4. The Initial Research Thrust
A review (not very complete I must admit now) of the literature had
convinced me that the assumption regarding air on which all theoretical
studies of infiltration were based over several decades had never been
tested. Whereas it is true that the repetition of statements of the type:
"it is known that air effects are negligible" do not add to a proof,
they do have an intoxicating effect.
The fundamental objective of the first proposal was to determine
the magnitude of the air effects by modeling them and to compare the
8
results with those obtained by the traditional approach which neglects
them. For various reasons discussed in the Completion Report to OWRR of
June 30, 1971 [24], three distinct approaches were followed. In this
report it was concluded: "The research has shown that:
a) effects of air movement and compressibility on infiltration are
important,
b) approximate solutions to the right equations give more accurate
results than "exact" solutions to the wrong ones (visualize the diffusivity
equation and Philip's solution), and
c) the approximate solutions (i.e., generated by the Brustkern
procedure) are not only more accurate but also more economic."
The details of the three approaches and a more complete discussion
of the results can be found in the Chapter "Two-phase flows in Porous
Media" of Volume 9, 1973 of "Advances in Hydroscience" [26].
s. The Current Research Direction
Having shown conclusively that, contrary to the assertions of the
theoreticians, air effects are often impor,tant, the objectives of the
next stage of research were:
a) to convince soil scientists and hydrologists of the necessity
of abandoning the traditional unsaturated approach,
b) to simplify the two-phase formulation particularly the methods
of solution to provide simple equations for everyday hydrologic practice,
c) to pursue the rigorous approach in order to explain all observed
phenomena occurring during the simultaneous flow of water and air under
natural boundary conditions or under special imposed boundary conditions
in the laboratory, and
d) to perform experiments to verify the theory.
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B. FOR 1\ REFORMED THEORY OF INFILTRATION. WHY?
In this report on the theory of infiltration and in a general way
on unsaturated flow in porous media, several questions will be raised.
The title of this section indicates a need for change. It seemed logical
to answer first the question: why? Is it desirable to treat the problem
of infiltration in a more complete and more rigorous manner by introducing
the air effect? First it must be remembered that the current theory
does not include these effects. This forgotten fact is discussed in
some detail in this chapter. Second it is easy to criticize. Nevertheless
even a new theory will not be complete. It appeared important therefore
to show that the inclusion of the air effect was probably the most urgent
refinement of the theory. This is why as much experimental evidence as
possible was reviewed.
1. Inadequacy of the Traditional Theory
For many years, and still today, theoretical studies on infiltration
begin like a fairy tale. Once upon a time there was Richards' equation,
or else, once upon a time there was the Diffusivity equation! Indeed
from the start the story departs from reality because the equations
assume that air pressure in the porous medium is everywhere and at all
times equal to ambiant atmospheric pressure, which cannot be. Unfortunately
the key words of the fairy tale "Once upon a time", which warn the adult
and the child not to worry about the realism of the story, no longer
appear in the articles.
These statements are of course exaggerated. Nevertheless the reader
may find it instructive to consult some recent books, for instance the
book of Hillel [1971] and the chapters of Swartzendruber [DeWiest, 1969]
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and of Philip [Chow, 1969]. He will then find that suction is defined
(in absolute value) as water pressure relative to the atmosphere not
relative to soil air pressure [Hillel, 1971, pp. 57 and 76; Swartzendruber,
1969, p. 218; Philip, 1969, p. 220] and that in the derivation of
Richards' equation the assumption of a constant air pressure is not even
mentioned [Hillel, 1971, pp. 109-113; Swartzendruber, 1969, p. 222;
Philip, 1969, pp. 220-222].
The fact that the assumption is not mentioned does not mean that
the authors are not aware of it. For instance Philip [1969, pp. 226-
227] says: "The analysis developed in Section II. C. neglects any effect
of pressure differences in the soil air." Philip thinks that in most
instances this effect is of no importance "as the pressure differences
within the soil atmosphere are trivially small." However, 'he adds:
"These considerations do not appear to be generally of much
importance in the field, although, as this author is well aware
from his personal experiences in the Riverina of Australia,
limits to air escape may well affect infiltration into large
inundated areas. In fact soil-air pressures have developed
which are great enough to lift the pavements of highways
passing through the flooded region."
Hillel [1971, p. 243} acknowledges that in Richards' equation
"several influences and mechanisms were not considered. To say that
the above equation models soil-water flow, one must accept the follow-
ing additional assumptions," among which, that: "air freely and
instantaneously escapes from the system as water accumulates in it."
Hillel adds: "Assumptions 5-8 are connected with mechanisms that we
haven't yet learned to model successfully, so they must be accepted if
we are to study soil-water movement at our present state of knowledge."
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In summary the effect of airflow on infiltration has not been studied
up to now for two reasons: it is not thought to be important in general
and one does not know how to model it. It will be the purpose of the
next sections to show that these reasons are not valid.
2. Importance of Air Presence on Infiltration
The influence of the air phase on the soil capacity to absorb water
available on the surface has been demonstrated by recent mathematical
modeling [Brustkern and Morel-Seytoux, 1970; Phuc and More1-Seytoux,
1972; Noblanc and Morel-Seytoux, 1972] by laboratory experiments [Free
and Palmer, 1940; Horton, 1940; Wilson and Luthin, 1963; Peck, 1965;
Kuraz and Kutilek, 1970; Vachaud et al., 1973] and by observations and
measures in the field [Feodoroff, 1966; Dixon and Linden, 1972].
Results from mathematical models are suspect for they depend upon
the assumptions of the model. Their validity can always be contested.
Field measurements are difficult. They are more subject to errors
than laboratory ones. They are more difficult to interpret because many
variables cannot be controlled effectively. On the contrary, laboratory
measurements are accurate, conditions of the experiment are in general
well defined and interpretation of the results is relatively easy. For
these reasons, laboratory results are reviewed first.
In their introduction, Free and Palmer [1940] state the reason for
their interest in the relation between infiltration and air flow:
"There also seems to be a rather widespread belief that the
movement of soil air is important. However, there are few
experimental data that evaluate the effect of entrapment and
escape of air upon water movement, and there is an even greater
lack of data dealing with the practical importance of the
problem." [Free and Palmer, 1940, p. 390].
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At the end of the article the authors conclude:
"It was pointed out that the data secured indicate that many
of the field conditions commonly considered responsible for
excessive run-off are associated with those conditions in
this study which tended to make the release and escape of
air difficult." [Free and Palmer, 1940, p. 398].
From a quantitative point of view the study of Free and Palmer on 57crn
high sand columns has shown that: "It·took from 10 to 100 times longer
to wet columns closed at the base than it took to wet columns open at
the base." [Free and Palmer, 1940, p. 395].
Horton [1940] is skeptical, to begin, that air effect can be
important:
"It has been alleged, particularly by Russian scientists, that
infiltration may be checked or inhibited over large areas,
particularly flat steppe terrain, by compression of air within
the soil. The author has yet to find a well authenticated
example of this phenomenon in the United States." [Horton, 1940,
p. 412].
Yet paradoxically among all the effects reviewed by Horton that
could influence what he calls the "infiltration capacity", the only
one for which he proceeded from mere speculation to actual measurement
is precisely the air effect! The results of the experiments performed
on soil (25% fine loam, 75% fine sand in weight) jars (8 in. high, 5 in.
diameter) showed that:
"In the second experiment, with capillary tubes within the soil,
there was no escape of air through the water surface or
around the perimeter, the air pressure within the soil
mass remained at zero throughout the experiment and the
infiltration-capacity was materially increased, being, at
the end of the experiment, about twice as great as in the
experiment without provision for escape of air." [Horton, 1940,
p. 414].
This experimental result on the air effect is especially intriguing
because if Horton's Figure 6 (p. 414) and Figure 2 (p. 405) are com-
pared they look very similar. In fact it seems quite plausible that
i·
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during the 24 hours between the initial and the wet run soil may have
drained to a depth roughly equivalent to the size of the jars used in
the experiments. The difference between the initial and the wet run
might be simply due to the entrapment of air in this drained upper zone
rather than caused by the other mechanisms invoked by Horton. It turns
out (further coincidence) that the final infiltration capacity in the
initial run is also about twice that of the wet run.
Quite a few years later, Wilson and Luthin [1963] are concerned
again with the fact that
"Theoretical analyses of infi! tration [Philip, 1958. Physics
of water movement in porous-solids. High Research Boards.
Spec. Rept. 40, pp. 147-163] neglect the influence of air on
the advancing water front. It is usually assumed that the air
escapes readily and atmospheric conditions prevail. It is
also assumed that the viscosity and density of air, in
comparison to water, are negligible." [Wilson and Luthin, 1963,
p.136].
They conducted experiments in horizontal soil columns to demonstrate the
effect of air on infiltration. To achieve this objective they performed
four types of imbibition experiments: (1) experiments on homogeneous
columns, (2) on heterogeneous columns (downstream soil being 40 or 88
times less pervious than the upstream soil), (3) on homogeneous
columns closed at the end, and (4) experiments during which the air
pressure just downstream from the wetting front is maintained atmos-
pheric. In 3lcm long columns, after 15 minutes, the infiltration rate
was for homogeneous columns, heterogeneous columns (permeability ratios
of 40 and 88) and closed columns, respectively: 2, 1.5, 1.3 and 0.5
3/ .cm m1n. The air effect has thus reduced infiltration by factors of
the order of 3/4, 2/3 and 1/4 respectively. These reductions are quite
large. Whereas the case of a closed column is extreme, the cases of
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heterogeneous open columns are very realistic. As stated by Wilson and
Luthin:
"The use of the diffusion theory becomes even less valid when
applied to a layered soil or one of decreasing air permeability
with depth. And yet it is just such condition that one normally
encounters in the field. Most soils have air permeability that
decreases with depth. It may be due to the natural development
of the soil, soil layering, or stratification, or it may be due
to increases in the soil moisture content, or even to the
presence of a water table." [Wilson and Luthin, 1963, p. 142].
Shortly after Wilson and Luthin, Peck [1965] conducted experiments
of infiltration on vertical columns closed at the bottom. As Free,
Palmer and Horton before him, Peck is concerned with only one aspect of
the effect of air on infiltration: the impedance to infiltration due
to the compression of the entrapped air. This is why he simulates
columns heights of 133,332, and 490 cm by reservoirs of air located
at the end of a short column (about 30 ern). In contrast Wilson and
Luthin studied also and mainly the other aspect of the air effect: the
impedance to infiltration due to the viscous resistance to air flow.
This aspect is not properly accounted for in Peck's experiments. How-
ever, for this reason Peck's results should yield values higher (thus
optimistic) than those that would be obtained on real columns of same
height. Yet Peck states in his Summary:
"With the slate dust, rates of infiltration were reduced by
a factor of up to nine in the bounded columns, which is of the
order of values reported in the literature. In the sand,
however, a factor of 500 was observed, which is much larger
than any value previously recorded and indicates the apparent
'freezing' of water in his material." [Peck, 1965, p. 50].
The optimistic (!) results of Peck show clearly how much air presence
can affect infiltration.
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A year later, and in the course of very similar experiments, Adrian
and Franzini [1966] have found that: "Under certain conditions, namely
if the medium is made up of fine enough particles, this pressure build-
up can effectively stop the infiltration." [Adrian and Franzini, 1966,
pp. 5861-5862]. It is not solely a matter of slowing down the in-
filtration but sometime of stopping it completely.
As Wilson and Luthin, Kuraz and Kutilek [1970] are not happy with
the current status of the theory of infiltration:
"However, all the equations developed, and all the calculations
done consider the infiltration into a profile of an initially
constant moisture. The most frequent practical condition is
that one where the initial moisture profile cannot be taken
even approximately as constant, especially in the mild climatic
zone." [Kuraz and Kutilek, 1970, pp. 183-184].
To better understand infiltration conditions in the field, Kuraz and
Kutilek undertook experiments of infiltration into a vertical column
the water content of which increases with depth. It is worthwhile to
note that in the experiments of all the previously quoted authors the
initial water contents were uniform and most often the columns were
initially dry. In their experiments on closed columns with strongly
increasing initial water content with depth they found that:
"The final value of quasi-steady state is by two orders lower
than the hydraulic conductivity of the used sand (0.01 cm/sec),
and it can be taken as practically equal zero." [Kuraz and
Kutilek, 1970, p. 187].
Recent experiments [Vachaud et al., 1973] on a vertical stratified
column of sand have shown without ambiguity the importance of the air
effect in this case. In one experiment air can escape laterally through
holes. In another experiment air can only escape through the top soil
surface. When air cannot escape laterally it compresses in the second
(coarser) layer and prevents the transmission of water from the upper
16
to the lower layer. The upper layer saturates at the bottom, fills with
water and finally behaves as a layer impervious to the rain. When water
can escape laterally, the entire rain infiltrates.
What conclusions can be drawn from this ensemble of laboratory
results? At least in the laboratory it is clear that the air presence
reduces the infiltration considerably. The order of magnitude of this
reduction is such that the current obstinate attitude of the theoreti-
cians of unsaturated flow to neglect this effect is a challenge to
plain common sense. Maybe, but what is the situation in the field?
The following field observation is rather eloquent:
"It has been observed in the field that subsurface drains
sometimes start to flow soon after a rain has started and
before the infiltrating rain water has percolated to the water
table. The flow is probably induced by the confined air that
is being drawn out of the soil ahead of the infiltrating
water. It is possible that the presence of subsurface drains
increase the infiltration rate into soils by permitting free
flow of air out. The flow of air out of drains has been fre-
quently observed in the field." [Wilson and Luthin, 1963, p. 143].
The effect reported above is not purely national. As Horton mentioned
earlier, it has been noticed in Russia. It has also been observed in
France:
"finally we had the opportunity to observe in the provinces of
Gatinais and of Puisaye a behaviour which has no connection with
other cases described earlier: the top layer, which does not
rest upon a characteristically impervious zone, is full of
pockets of water of the size of a fist. The soil surface is
strongly hit and compacted by the rains. The substratum,
porous and pervious, is much better drained.
Against our expectation, drainage by pipes is effective in
these soils. One wonders if free water is not held in the top
soil due to soil air compression, whose excape upward is
forbidden. The drainage pipes apparently play the role of
decompression valves. If this hypothesis is verified experimen-
tally, one can imagine that a much less expensive design than
the classical one could have the same effect."* [Feodoroff and
Guyon, 1966, p. 758].
*Free translation by author of report.
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Dixon and Linden have performed measurements in the field to size
up the importance of air presence on infiltration in the irrigated area
near Fallon Nevada:
"Soil air pressure and water infiltration were measured during
actual and simulated border irrigation of a uniform loam soil
having a water table about 2 m beneath the surface ....
Infiltration measurements, made under actual and simulated border
irrigation, indicated that displaced air pressure, building to
a maximum of about 19 em, reduced total infiltration by about
1/3." [Dixon and Linden, 1972, p. 948].
They add:
"This research implies that soil air pressure and its infi!tration
effects are not negligible as is commonly assumed by Darcy-based
flow theory and that soil air can be a useful tool for controlling
infiltration in some important situations."
It is seen that field observations and measurements agree well with
the laboratory results. The mathematical simulations mentioned earlier
[2, 35, 38] also gave results in the same direction and with the same
order of magnitude. Before discussing the results from these models
;
and the methods used to obtain them it is desirable to review briefly
the traditional basis of unsaturated flow theory.
3. Traditional Derivation of Richards' Equation
It is traditional among soil physicists and hydrologists to define
soil water pressure, p , relative to atmospheric pressure,
w
not only to measure it as a water height but also to express it as a
water height. This quantity, ~ which has been given a variety of
names (suction, tension, potential, etc.) is defined by the relation:
(9)
For small tensions this quantity ~ can be measured by an apparatus
called "tensiometer." Schematic diagrams of this apparatus can be
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found in all texts on soil science [Swartzendruber, 1969, p. 218] and
even in most books on hydrology [Kirkham, 1964, p. 5.13]. It is im-
portant to note that on all these diagrams the manometric tube is
clearly shown open to the atmosphere. The apparatus thus does measure
precisely the quantity defined by Equation (9).
It is also traditional to define Darcy's law generalized to non-






Clz ($- z) = -K ~ + Kw dZ w (10)
where K is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (a function of water
w
content, B) and z is the vertical coordinate ori~nted positive
downward. Notations vary slightly depending on authors (e.g. the
positive direction for the z coordinate is often chosen upward) but
basically all Darcy's laws generalized to unsaturated flow [Philip, 1969,
p. 220; Swartzendruber, 1969, p. 219; Hillel, 1972, p. 110; Nielsen
et al., editors, 1972, p. 29] are identical to Equation (10).
Expressing mathematically the principle of mass conservation for
water or equivalently of volume conservation since water is practi-
cally incompressible, one obtains:
dB d [K d ($- z) ) = 0a-t+az -w . dZ
or more explicitly:
dB d 'd~' ClKw
0at- (K -)+- =dZ w 'dz dZ
(11)
(12)
which is Richards' equation [Philip, 1969, p. 221; Swartzendruber, 1969,
p. 222; Hillel, 1972, p. 110; Nielsen et al., 1972, p. 30]. If it can
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be assumed that the relation ~(e) is uniquely defined, one can define
a new flmction of e, called "diffusivi ty" namely:
D(e) = K (e) ~w ae
and Richards' equation transforms into:
ae ~(D ~) + K' ~ 0at dZ dZ w dZ
(13)
(14)
where K' is the derivative of K with respect to e. Traditionally
w w
Equation (14) is called the Diffusivity equation.
4. Derivation of Equations of Flow
The traditional derivation of Richards' equation, that is as
. presented even in recent texts on the subject, suffers from one major
drawback. It omits completely to mention a dubious assumption. More-
over it utilizes a form of Darcy's law which is not general.
In addition (or instead) of the definition of $ , it is useful to
introduce the concept of capillary pressure [DeWiest, 1969, pp. 471-482]
for a water (wetting fluid) - air (non wetting) system, namely:
= (15)
where is air pressure in the soil. It appears that the intro-
duction of the quantity ~ broadened the ditch between soil physicists
and hydrologists on one side and fluid mechanists and petroleum en-
gineers on the other side.
formula of equivalence:
Yet and are simply related by the
= = -hc (16)
(17)
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This formula shows that $ does not correspond numerically (and in
absolute value) to the capillary pressure (expressed as a water height)
if soil air pressure differs from atmospheric pressure.
It can be shown [e.g. Chow, 1973, p. 127J that Darcy's generalized
law for a compressible fluid, say fluid i, has the form:
v. = -K. ~ [ ri ~ - z]
1 1 az p.g
Po 1
where K. like K has the dimension of a velocity. Equation (17)
1 w
is more general than Equation (10) but its form is more cumbersome.








it can easily be shown with the rules of calculus [Chow, 1973, p. 127]










which is as concise as Equation (10) and has the advantage of being
valid for a compressible fluid.
Application of the law of mass conservation for fluid i , yields:
= o (20)
and use of Equation (19) yields:
3(p.6.)
1 1




The equations for water and air are obtained by substituting the sub-
scripts wand a for i. Assuming water to be incompressible, the
two equations are:
ae 1 a ap aK(k w + -2:!.. 0az-) =at llw az w dZ
a(p e ) a kaPa dPa a(K p )a a a a 0-a-z (-l.l- az-) + =at dZa
(22)
(23)





az az = o (24)
which does not reduce to the traditional diffusivity equation unless
both Equation (23) in toto and the last term of Equation (24) are
negligible, that is if air pressure remains the same everywhere at all
times. The experiments of Wilson and Luthin [1963] and of Vachaud et
al., [1973] show·clearly that even for open columns and for rains that
do not saturate the soil surface this hypothesis is not legitimate.
5. Errors Due to Uncertainties in the Determination of the Diffusivity
Function
This additional problem of the traditional approach using the
Diffusivity equation will be briefly mentioned here. A paper [Morel-
Seytoux et al., 1973] is devoted to this subject. The conclusion of
this paper states:
"The fundamental flaw of the traditional diffusivity fomulation
of unsaturated flow in porous media is that it depends on an
intrinsic characteristic soil function D(e) which is singular
at natural saturation. This is not physically realistic and
worse precludes both the possibility of an accurate experimental
determination and of a precise objective extrapolation scheme
for e values close to and at natural saturation."
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6. Conclusions
Laboratory and field results show clearly that a realistic theory
of infiltration (or drainage) must include the air effects. The
traditional theory currently uses an incomplete equation and completely
neglects the equation of mass conservation for air, in spite of the
well established character of this principle in fluid mechanics. A
more complete theory requires the simultaneous solution of two
equations. Apparently the solution of this system is more complex. In
the next section, it will be shown that it is not necessarily the case.
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c. FOR A REFORMED THEORY OF INFILTRATION. HOW?
In this section basic equations will be derived. Next it will be
shown how easily the problem of Green and Ampt unresolved since 1911 can
be solved with this new formulation. In addition it will be shown that
the assumption of a piston displacement in the Green and Ampt formula
leads to errors in the range of 20 to 70 percent, even when the correct
capillary term is used in the formula.
1. Basic equations for one-dimensional vertical flow
Darcy's laws for the water and air phases are:
3p
-A w Awpwgv = +w w 3z
3p
v -A w AaPag= +a a 3z
(25)
(26)
It will be convenient to define the total velocity
mobility













algebraic sum of v
w
and V J namely:a
v = v + vw a (27)
At first one may accept this concept as a pure mathematical convenience.
It will turn out to be a very fruitful concept leading to remarkably
simple results. As experience is gained a physical insight into v
will develop.
Similarly one defines the total mobility, A as:
A = A + Aw a (28)
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the total relative mobility
A = A + A
r rw ra
and their inverses, particularly the total viscosity:
1 1





One can see that indeed ~ has the dimension of a viscosity since
r
the relative permeabilities are dimensionless. Another useful function
is the function denoted f defined as:w
A A A
f w w rw (31)= = -=w A + A A Aw a r
Again at this stage it may be best to regard the definition of f
w
as
a mathematical convenience. Later its physical significance will become
clear.
By adding Equations (25) and (26) one obtains a first expression
for v:
v = (32)
Using the definition of the capillary pressure, Equation (15), water
pressure can be eliminated from Equation (32) with the result:
l.lp ilp
v = - (A + A ) ~ + A ~ + A p g + A p g
w a Clz w l.lz w w a a
(33)









w Clz + f p g + f p gw w a a
(34)
Equation (34) is exact. It evolved from the other equations by elemen-
tary algebraic operations. The integrated form of Equation (34) with
2S
respect to z between two arbitrary levels
special interest, namely:
and z2 will be of
z
J 2 *dz =
zl
P 2 z2 z2
f c f d + p gf f dz + gf p f dzPal - Pa2 + w Pc w w a a
Pcl zl zl
(35)
By now the exploitation of the concepts of total velocity, total
viscosity etc. in relation to Darcy's law is complete. To proceed
further fruitfully one must consider the equations of mass conservation,
which are for water and for air:
as avw
0-+-- =at az




0+ w =at az
a(p 4>5 ) a(p v )a a
+
a a 0=at az






Equation (37) or Equation (39) factors out. Then adding Equations (38)
and (39) one obtains:
av
+ - =az o (40)
If the properties of the medium do not change with time, then one
obtains a second important result:
av
az = o ( 41)
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that is the total velocity is invariant in space though not necessarily
in time. This result is extremely important 'because it means that a
great deal of information can be obtained regarding the simultaneous
flow of water and air by finding the time evolution of v However,
this result was obtained at the price of two assumptions: (1) air be-
haves as an incompressible fluid and (2) the porosity of the medium does
not change with time. Utilizing the space invariance of v, Equation
(35) can be rewritten as
P 2 z2




f 2 ~z (42)
zl
It is interesting to note that at a given time the value of v is
independent of the choice of the limits of integration zl and
The choice of and is thus simply a matter of convenience. In
is known:
the case of infiltration with ponding at the surface it is convenient
to select for level I the soil surface (z = 0) where water pressure
Pwl = PwgH + PA where H is the ponding depth (possibly
variable with time). If a condition of ponding always prevails at the
surface (H > 0) and if the capillary pressure just below the surface
is within the capillary fringe (p < p ) which means that soil aircl ce
Pressure below the surface does not exceed the value: p gH + P +pw A ce '
then f
P
C2 f dpPel + w c
Pcl
= since within the capillary fringe





+ J c2 f dp
a w c
z2





In Equation (43) the air density term is neglected being much smaller
than the water gravity term.
In summary the important equations are Equations (36) or (38) and
(42). With this background, the problem of Green and Ampt can be dis-
cussed next.
2. The significance of the parameters of the law of infiltration of
Green and Ampt (1911).
By "law of infiltration" is meant the relation between time (or
the cumulative infiltrated volume) and the water flux entering a column
of homogeneous soil, of unlimited depth, with a uniform initial moisture
content, and under a permanent condition of ponding at the surface.
Assuming the existence of a front separating a fully saturated zone
from the zone still at the initial water content and using Darcy's law
in the saturated zone, Green and Ampt obtained the relation:
- (H + Zf + Hf ) - (H + Hf ) BI = K = K + K = A + (44)
Zf Zf Zf
where H is the depth of ponding over the surface Zf is the position
of the front and Hf is a kind of average capillary head. Since the
publication of the article by Green and Ampt (1911), the two constants
that appear in their law have been considered as empirical constants to
be determined by experiments. Childs states without ambiguity:
"Since Hf is not a precisely definable constant for
real soils, the formula does not give I in absolute
terms. Insofar as the constants A and B of Equation
(44) may be determined, in practice, by observations of the
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rate of infiltration at two known depths of penetration
of the profile, to that extent the formula is to be
regarded as empirical."* [Childs, 1969, page 276].
Another author of a more recent text states in a similar vein:
"The Green and Ampt relationships are essentially empirical,
since the value of the effective wetting-front suction must
be found by experiment. For infiltration into initially dry
soil it may be of the order of -50 to -100 em of water [Green
and Ampt, 1911; Hillel and Gardner, 1970]. However, in
actual field conditions, particularly where the initial
moisture is not uniform, Hf may be undefinable. In many
real situations, the wetting front is too diffuse to indicate
its exact location at any particular time." [Hillel, 1970
page 143]
To the contrary it will be shown now that these parameters have a
very precise physical meaning and can be deduced simply from the soil
characteristic curves. Since the column is of indefinite extent the
air pressure just ahead of the wetting front can be reasonably esti-
mated at atmospheric pr~ssure, compressibility effects being minor.









p gJ f dz
wOw
(45)
where the subscript 2 refers to a position in the zone of initial
uniform water content just downstream from the front. Since, in
addition over most of the wet zone f is essentially 1, Equation (45)
w
becomes with good accuracy:
p gH +
w
I = zJ 2 dz
o A
*In the quotations throughout this report the original symbols and




It is important to note that Equation (46) has the elementary form of
Darcy's law that is:
I = (47)
where ~~ is the potential drop and R is the viscous resistance.
Equation (46) shows that the potential drop can be evaluated practically
with accuracy without determining the water content profile. The
determination of the water content profile is necessary only to evaluate
the viscous resistance, A coarse approximation to this profile is




K(H + Zf + f Cl f dh )o w c
(48)
therefore the result searched for by identification with Equation (44):
=
h .f Cl f dho w c (49)
where h is the capillary pressure head (i.e. the capillary pressure
c
expressed as a water height). Figure 3 shows a typical curve of f
w
versus h , based on experimental data [Vauclin, 1971; Gaudet, 1972].
c
In summary the precise physical meaning of the undetermined empiri-
cal parameter H
f
(or B) of Green and Ampt has been found. Hf is
related to the soil characteristic curves (capillary pressure, relative
permeabilities) and, which is very important, the functional depend-
ence of Hf on the initial water content is known.
In the next sections it will be shown, however, that the Green
and Ampt assumed profile is too coarse to evaluate the viscous resist-





























Figure 3. Fractional flow function versus capillary pressure (expressed as a water height).
Cross-hatched area expresses the effective capillary drive, in cm of water.
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found. First the concept of the fractional flow function is
introduced.
3. The fractional flow function
~.';'f<,~)-:r:;:~TONWA.TER
R;;:::,~:::J~h;';~;N CE~TER UBP.ARV
The water flow rate v is only a fraction of the total flow
w









Nothing is gained by this mere definition. However, a more explicit
expression for F
w
can be obtained by elementary algebraic operations
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which are nonnegative, both taking the value zero at S = S and at
S = Swr
Using Equation (50) the equation of water conservation Equation
(38) takes the form:
~ + ~ (vF) = 0at az w
(55)
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If again the assumptions of incompressibility for air and of




<j> ~ + vF' ~ = 0at w az (57)
From Equation (57)as
aF (S. t)




one deduces readily that the velocity at which a given saturation
propagates through the porous medium is:
.(dz) = ~ F'. dt <j> w
S
The explicit formula for F' is:w
G' a
2s
F' ft W E' as
Eazz
= + -- -w w v v az v asaz
(58)
(59)
Equations (58) and (59) tell that the instantaneous velocity of
propagation of a given saturation is not only a function of the value
of that saturation but also of the slope of the saturation profile and
of the curvature of the profile at that saturation. However. if the
capillary terms are neglected in Equation (59). that is in Equation
(57), then the instantaneous velocity of propagation is only a function
of the value of the saturation. If the capillary terms are neglected
then Equation (57) takes the form:
<j> ~ + (vf' + G') asat w w az = o (60)
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and for horizontal flow:
If, ~ + f' as 0
't' at v w ax = (61)
which is the Buckley-Leverett equation [Buckley and Leverett, 1942;
DeWiest, 1969, page 490].
4. Prediction of imbibition in a horizontal column
The problem is the same as in section 2 except that the column is
horizontal and that a condition of saturation at the entrance is main-





f c1f dhPwg w c
H= Lf dx
o A
144] one obtains for v the expression:
(62)
where H now represents the capillary pressure on the upstream side
of the porous plate and L is the column length. At this stage the
problem is again with the evaluation of the viscous resistance. The
effective capillary drive is known exactly.
Again to evaluate the viscous resistance only an approximate
solution of the saturation equation is needed. Instead of Equation
(57), Equation (61) can be used. Though capillary effects on the shape
of the profile have been neglected the equation still describes prop-
erly the viscous interactions between the two flowing phases. On the
other hand the piston flow model of Green and Ampt fails to model this
interactive effect.
The solution of the Buckley-Leverett equation is obtained readily
[DeWiest, 1969, page 491]. From this solution (and temporarily
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neglecting the effect of the porous plate on the resistance to flow)







where W is the cumulative volume of imbibition (expressed as a depth
of water) and SBL is the value of saturation just upstream of the
Buckley-Leverett front. Equation (63) can be rewritten in the form:
v = (64)
where 6i is the initial water content, Hf is the integral in the
numerator of Equation (63) and where 8 can be viewed as a correction
-
factor to the formula of Green and Ampt (since W= (6-6 i )Zf) . For the
sand used in the experiments the calculated value of 8 was 1.36. This
means that the use of the Green and Ampt formula in the horizontal case
would have overpredicted the imbibition rate with a relative error of
36 percent, even though the effective capillary drive (Hf ) is known
exactly. Of course, the word error is used here purposefully because
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the experimental infiltration rates and
of the ones calculated by an equation of the type of Equation (63) but
corrected for the presence of the porous plate impedance [Morel-Seytoux
et al., 1973]. The relative error on Figure 4 is less than 5 percent,
for a 8 = 1. 36 Clearly for 8 = 1 , i.e. with no correction, the
overprediction would have exceeded 36 percent. Since the error in the



















Figure 4. Comparison of observed (0) and predicted (solid line) imbibition rates
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displacement behind the front (thus S = 1) and not from errors in the
estimate of the effective capillary drive which is now known exactly,
the approximate but highly accurate evaluation of the viscous resistance
term using a Buckley-Leverett type of water content profile provides a
measure of the error in the Green and Ampt formula. More constructively
this approximation yields an accurate value of the correction factor.













where all the terms have been defined before. Hf and S can be
calculated from the soil characteristic curves, according to Equation
(49) for H
f











In this formula ~, means d2f /de 2 and the relative permeabilities
w
are defined relative to k rather than k. In other words at e = e ,
w
k = k = 1 by definition.
rw rw
Values of S have been calculated for six soils. The results are
shown in Table 1 [Morel-Seytoux, 1973]. Clearly the order of magni-
tude of the correction is significant.
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Table I
Values of the viscous correction factor in the
formula of Green and Ampt for various soils
Soil Isere Plainfield Columbia Guelph Ida Yolo
type sand sand sandy loam silt light
loam loam clay
8 1. 36 1.40 1.45 1. 30 1.10 1. 70
I 0.73 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.6
8
6. Conclusions
In this chapter it has been shown that even when air can escape
freely from the porous medium ahead of a wetting front the air effects
are already important. The effect in this case is caused by the non-
negligible increase of the total viscosity over the water viscosity
for saturations below and close to the natural saturation. It has also
been shown that by a more physical approach, i.e. an approach that truly
considers the simultaneous movement of water and air, the mathematical
problem is actually simpler. The fact that the problem of Green and
Ampt could be solved simply in a matter of a few lines [27] whereas it
had defied solution since 1911 should be conclusive evidence.
In addition air exit ahead of the wetting front may be impeded due
to the presence of less pervious or completely impervious layers.
Additional reductions of infiltration will occur due to the compres-
sibility of air, and due to the interaction of compressibility and
capillary barrier effects. In the next chapter the effect of air com-
pressibility will be investigated in the absence of capillary barrier
effects.
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D. AIR COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
The major theoretical thrust of the project in this regard has been
toward the extension of the Brustkern procedure [2,24] because the work
of Noblanc [24,30,35] and Phuc [24,38] indicated that the approximations
involved were of little consequence in the prediction of infiltration.
This is a happy result because the Brustkern approach is simpler, and
its computer costs are lower and it is more readily generalizable than
the Noblanc procedure.
First it was necessary to eliminate the limitations of Brustkern's
work with respect to boundary conditions at the soil surface (only pond-
ing in the work of Brustkern), to initial conditions (uniform and im-
mobile profile in the work of Brustkern), to hysteresis (not considered
in the work of Brustkern) and to lower boundary conditions (impervious
boundary for finite depth column in the work of Brustkern). This
means that many constraints had to be relaxed and it has been done suc-
cessfully as will be illustrated later. However, the most interesting
and difficult extension was to consider the effect of heterogeneities
in soil characteristics. This has been done with a maximum provision
of six layers in the computer program and it has been run for two layers.
The results are reasonable but they have not been tested yet against
analytic or experimental results. Much of this work is documented in
the Ph.D. dissertation of Mr. J. Sonu. Sample results from Mr. Sonu's
work are now presented.
1. Comparison with experimental data
First it may be worthwhile to show that the new computer program
can perform all calculations feasible with the (old) Brustkern program.
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Figure 37, Reference 8, page 175 shows a comparison of experimental
results by McWhorter [8,41] using oil as the wetting fluid, and of
calculations by Sonu. The porous medium in the experiments was a sand
for which the capillary pressure, drying and wetting, and the relative
oil permeability curves as well as the sand intrinsic permeability and
porosity were determined experimentally. The only missing piece
of information for the data to be complete was the relative air
permeability curve. The relative air permeability used in the com-
puter simulation was derived from the capillary pressure and relative
water permeability curves following the method suggested by Brooks and
Corey [41].
In the case of an open end column the experimental and calculated
curves have a typical monotonically decreasing behavior. The agree-
ment between the two curves is fair. Because the air permeability
curve was not actually measured the difference between the two curves
may be due to this factor. More probably, since the curves for the
185 cm closed column match very well during the first 10 minutes, the
difference is due to too large a time step between the time 3 and 6
minutes. Note that large time steps in the Brustkern procedure do
not create instability, but they affect accuracy.
In the case of the 185 cm closed end column the agreement is
excellent for the first 10 minutes. Figure 5 shows calculated water
saturation profiles. At time 784 sec (about 13 minutes) when the
agreement between the two infiltration curves is still very good, it
can be seen that desaturation is taking place in the colunm. Note that
at this time air counterflow is occurring but no air escapes yet
because the air saturation at the surface is still residual. At time
40
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Figure 5. Evolution of saturation profile for a 185 cm, closed end,
Poudre sand column under constant ponding of 0.8 em.
Initially the saturation is zero throughout the column
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953 sec (about 16 minutes) air has escaped through the top of the
column. The exact moment of air breakthrough was not caught in the
simulation but it can be inferred that it occurred approximately at
time 14 minutes.
The experimental curve after 14 minutes shows a fast recovery.
The simulated curve does not. It was observed during the experiments
that the upper portion of the soil column was disturbed by the air
upward thrust. We speculate that after time 14 minutes the medium is
no longer homogeneous but rather consists of two layers; one disturbed
layer with greatly improved permeability on top of a deep layer of
undisturbed soil. The rapid rise in infiltration corresponds to the
rush of water into the more pervious layer. Once this layer saturates,
the characteristic behavior of the infiltration curve is again that
corresponding to ponding above the original soil column. Indeed the
two curves join again for large times. Since the simulation after time
14 minutes was continued under the assumption that the medium was un-
disturbed, the two curves cannot be expected to match. On the other
hand the fact that the two curves do reattach for large times seems to
indicate that only a fraction of the soil column is perturbed. From
the simulation results of Figure 5 one can infer that the approximate
depth of the disturbed layer is of the order of 6 cm. It is felt that
this comparison of the experimental data with the simulation results
is extremely encouraging.
Figure 6 shows the relative importance of the various driving
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Figure 6. Relative magnitude of the four different kinds of driving mechanisms of flow,
in a 185 crn deep column of Poudre sand with closed bottom
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equation [Eq. (123), Ref. 8, p. 158] for v has the appealing
elementary form of Darcy's law, namely:
v = r II <P (67)
2.
where v is the (total) flow, r is the (instantaneous) conductance
and ll~ is the (instantaneous) potential drop. From Equation (123)
one can see that in the case of a ponding condition the potential drop
(the numerator of the right-hand side) is made of four terms which are
easily recognizable:
1. a ponding term: PwgH, where H is the depth of ponding,
a compressibility (or elastic) term: pc(Su) + PA - Pa2 '
where S is the saturation at the soil surface (on the soil side),
u
PA is atmospheric pressure and Pa2 is the air pressure ahead of the
wetting front. (Note that in this case this term is negative and re-
duces the overall potential drop. An expression for Pa2 as a function
of time
3.
is given as Eq. (137),
t.
a capillary term: I
1
Ref. 8, p. 160),
f dp , andw c
4. a gravity term:
On Figure 6 the magnitude
2
llpg I f dz .
1 w
(i.e. absolute value) of each term relative
to the sum of all terms (in absolute value) is shown as a function of
time. At time past 700 sec, the compression term adds up practically
to the other terms and cancels them in the v equation. Around that
time v must be close to zero. There must exist a time when v first
reaches zero and when this happens the infiltration rate also drops to
zero, momentarily until air escapes from the surface. Figure 6 is very
informative, because it tells (or can tell) which approximate form of
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the saturation equation is acceptable and when. In the Brustkern
precedure it is always basically assumed that the gravity term is the
predominant term to shape the saturation profile. When it is not so, as
shown on Figure 6 for the first 700 seconds, a much better determination
of the saturation profile (but hardly different infiltration rate) would
be obtained by solving the saturation equation without gravity. That
equation is not Richards' equation for the horizontal case because the
compressibility effect is of the same order as the capillary one. Thus
Equation (123) is not just important because it is needed to calculate
v (an absolute necessity in the Brustkern, Nob1anc and Sonu procedures)
but it provides a continual check on the relative magnitude of the
driving mechanisms.
2. Relaxation of boundary and initial conditions
In the work of Brustkern the initial uniform saturation had to be
immobile. This constraint has been relaxed. Figure 7 shows a compari-
son of infiltration rates for the case of a zero initial saturation and
a mobile 50 percent initial saturation.
In the work of Brustkern it was found that hysteresis would come
to play even during infiltration, but this effect was not incorporated
in the calculations. Now it is and Figure 8 shows a comparison. In
Figure 37, Reference 8, page 175, the effect of hysteresis was not in-
cluded. With effect of hysteresis the fit with the experimental data
will be improved but only for a few minutes prior to the disturbance
of the soil upper zone.
Another important relaxation of the limitations of Brustkern work
is in the type of lower boundary conditions that can be handled. In the
work of Brustkern the lower boundary was an impervious boundary. Now
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Figure 7. Infiltration rates for different uniform initial saturation profile
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Figure 8. Effect of hysteresis on infiltration rate for a 185 cm deep,
closed bottom, column of Poudre sand
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a condition of flux across the lower boundary can be imposed and with
the relaxation also of the condition that the initial profile must
be uniform it is possible to predict infiltration rates under various
water table conditions. For illustration two cases will be considered.
In both cases a constant ponding condition is maintained at the upper
surface. In one case water is drawn from the bottom of the saturated
3 2zone at a rate of 0.002 cm per sec per em of bulk soil cross section
or 0.002 cm/sec, in the other it is injected at the bottom at a rate
of 0.001 em/sec. Figure 9 shows the evolution of the saturation pro-
file, for the first case, water penetration at the surface, drainage at
the bottom and drawdown of the water table level. Figure 10 shows the
rise of soil air pressure with time and the infiltration rate curve for
this case. Figure 11 shows the evolution of the saturation profiles
when the water table rises and Figure 12 the air pressure and infiltra-
tion.curves. The comparisons of Figures 9 and 11 and of Figures 10 and
12 are very interesting. Within the framework of the two-phase theory
(or more specifically the liquid-gas theory) the interpretation of the
results is immediate. Without any doubt here is a case where the
introduction of the air phase simplifies rather than complicates the
solution of the mathematical problem.
The last relaxation is relative to the upper boundary condition.
Instead of being limited to a condition of ponding at the surface, any
sequence of rainfall events can be simulated. Figure 13 shows a
hyetograph and the resulting infiltration rates. Figure 14 shows the
evolution of the saturation profiles.
Figure 9.
Q (t ) =0.002 cm3/sec / cm 2
Evolution of saturat~on profile for a withdrawal rate
of 0.002 cm3/(sec-cm )
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Curves of infiltration rate and air pressure versus time for a withdrawal
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Q{t} = -0.001 cm 3/sec/cm 2
Figure II. Evolution of saturation p!ofi1eS for an infection
rate of 0.001 cm3/(sec-cM )
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Figure 12. Curves of infi1trat~on rate and air pressure versus time for an infection rate
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Figure 13. Infiltration rate and ponding depth response to a given hyetograph in a 185 cm deep,



















Figure 14. Evolution of saturation profiles corresponding to a
given hyetograph in a 185 cm deep, closed bottom,
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Figure 15. Time variation of infiltration rate and air pressure for a fine-coarse system
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E. EFFECT OF HETEROGENEITIES
The rudiments of the approach taken to describe water and air
movement in heterogeneous soils are presented in Reference 8, pages 179-
192. In fact a complete discussion would be much more lengthy and the
implementation of the theory into a general efficient computer program
is a difficult task. It has been done and only sample results are
reported here. Two situations are considered. In the first case a fine
soil (Berea sandstone characteristics) stands over a coarse soil
(Poudre sand characteristics). In the second case the position of the
two soils is reversed. In both cases, the boundary conditions are: at
the top surface a condition of constant ponding (0.8 em) and at the bot-
tom one of no-flow, and initially the entire column is air-dry.
In the case of a fine layer (5 em, Berea sandstone) on top of a
coarse layer (180 em, Poudre sand) or fort short in the "fine-coarse"
case, it is interesting to note (Figure 15) that as the wetting front
passes the interface the infiltration rate drops rapidly, but that
later, as the wetting front proceeds in the coarse medium, the decline
in infiltration rate is slower than it was in the fine soil. The
reason for the short but sharp decline in infiltration rate as the
front passes the interface is the practically instantaneous drop in
2
capillary drive. The capillary term J f dp is a constant depending
1 w c
solely on the characteristics of the fine soil, as long as the wetting
front remains in the fine soil. Once the wetting front has passed the
interface and the fine soil has practically saturated, the capillary
term is again practically a constant, now depending solely on the
characteristics of the coarse soil. The transition from the fine soil
56
value to the coarse soil value is very rapid. The very rapid
reduction in capillary drive produces an abrupt drop in infiltration
rate. Once the capillary drive term has stabilized to its new lower
value, the infiltration rate declines more slowly than it did in the
fine sand because the instantaneous resistance (demoninator of right-
hand side of [Eq. (123), Ref. 8, p. 158]), increases more slowly in the
coarse soil than in the fine soil because its intrinsic permeability
is higher.
Figure 16 shows the evolution of the saturation profiles in the
fine-coarse system. Note the desaturation in the coarse medium while
the fine layer still saturates. Finally the fine layer starts to de-
saturate around 14,000 sec. However the reasons for de saturation in the
two layers are different. In the coarse layer the desaturation is due
to the relative ease of transmission of water in this medium compared
to the fine soil. In the fine layer the desaturation is due to the air
compression.
For the coarse (4 cm, Poudre sand) fine (396 em, Berea sandstone)
system, Figures 17 and 18 display the results. As the wetting front
passes the interface the capillary drive gets a kick. The resistance
to flow increases rapidly however due to the lower permeability of the
sandstone. The net result is a short-lived stabilization of the infil-
tration rate followed by a rapid decline in infiltration rate (see
Figure 17). It is interesting to note that the inability of the fine
layer to transmit the flux that enters the coarse one after around 400
sec causes the coarse soil to fill from the bottom. Note the position
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Figure 18. Evolution of saturation profiles for coarse-fine
system
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F. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The research described briefly in this completion report has shown
that the effects of air movement and air compressibility in soil columns
are important. For soils underlain by a relatively impervious layer or
by a shallow water table it is found that methods based on Richards'
equation would overpredict infiltration rates by factors of two, three
or more. Even when air compressibility effects are insignificant as in
the case of an open semi-infinite column, air viscous effects are
important. In fact, it is shown that the formula of Green and Ampt
underestimates the viscous resistance to flow behind the wetting front
from 20 to 70 percent, depending on soil type.
The use of a theory that properly considers the movement of water
and air in the unsaturated zone has the advantage of accounting for
observed experimental results that cannot be modeled by the one-phase
flow theory. In addition the mathematical problem is actually simpli-
fied, not complicated, by the more complete approach. The fact that
the problem of Green and Ampt could be solved simply in a few lines,
whereas it had eluded solution since 19li, is conclusive evidence.
Comparison with experimental results show clearly that the
approximations in the methods of solution yield highly accurate and
practical estimates of the infiltration quantities of interest.
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